Abstract. Let W be an arbitrary Coxeter group, possibly of infinite rank. We describe a decomposition of the centralizer Z W ðW I Þ of an arbitrary parabolic subgroup W I into the center of W I , a Coxeter group and a subgroup defined by a 2-cell complex. Only information about finite parabolic subgroups is required in an explicit computation. By using our description of Z W ðW I Þ, we will be able to reveal a further strong property of the action of the third factor on the second factor, in particular on the finite irreducible components of the second factor.
1 Introduction 1.1 Background and summary of this work. A group W is called a Coxeter group if it has a generating set S such that W admits a presentation of the following form:
W ¼ hS j ðstÞ m s; t ¼ 1 for all s; t A S such that m s; t < yi;
where the data m s; t A f1; 2; . . .g U fyg are symmetric in s; t A S and we have m s; t ¼ 1 if and only if s ¼ t. The pair ðW ; SÞ of a group W and such a generating set S is called a Coxeter system. Coxeter groups and some associated objects, such as root systems, appear frequently in various topics of mathematics such as geometry, representation theory, combinatorics, etc. In connection with such related topics, algebraic or combinatorial properties of Coxeter systems and those associated objects have been well studied, forming a long history and establishing many beautiful theories (see e.g., [16] and references therein). However, group structures of Coxeter groups themselves, especially those of infinite Coxeter groups, have not been studied so well; for example, even a fundamental property that an infinite irreducible Coxeter group is always directly indecomposable as an abstract group was not known until very recent work [21, 26] . The object of this paper is the centralizer Z W ðW I Þ of any parabolic subgroup, which is the subgroup W I ¼ hI i generated by a subset I of S, in an arbitrary Coxeter group W . We emphasize that we do not place any restriction on W or W I such as finiteness of cardinalities or finiteness of ranks. Analogously to other classes of groups such as finite simple groups, it is natural to hope that centralizers of some typical subgroups of Coxeter groups are useful for investigating the structural properties of Coxeter groups as abstract groups. Indeed, the results of this paper and their enhancements, the latter being planned to be included in a forthcoming paper by the author, are applied in an indispensable manner to the author's recent study of the isomorphism problem in Coxeter groups (see [18] ). See Section 1.2 for other applications.
We give a brief summary of the results of this paper. We present a decomposition of the centralizer Z W ðW I Þ in the following manner:
Here the first factor ZðW I Þ is the center of W I whose structure is well known; the second factor W ?I is the subgroup generated by the reflections along the roots orthogonal to all roots associated to the subsystem ðW I ; I Þ of ðW ; SÞ; and the third factor B I is a certain subgroup. For the second factor W ?I , an existing general theorem implies that such a reflection subgroup W ?I forms a Coxeter group with canonical generating set; in this paper we give an explicit description of the canonical generating set and the corresponding fundamental relations of W ?I by using some graphs and some 2-cell complex. The conjugation action of the third factor B I on W ?I induces automorphisms on W ?I as a Coxeter system, i.e., those leaving the canonical generating set invariant. We describe the subgroup B I as an extension of the fundamental group Y I of the above-mentioned 2-cell complex by certain symmetries, and determine the action of B I in terms of this complex.
One may feel that the above-mentioned result is similar to the preceding result on the normalizer N W ðW I Þ of W I given by Brigitte Brink and Robert B. Howlett [5] (or by Howlett [14] for the case of finite W ). In fact, our decomposition of the centralizer looks like the decomposition of the normalizer given by their work, and some properties of our decomposition are derived from the corresponding properties for normalizers. However, it is worth emphasizing that some fundamental properties of our decomposition are essentially new and desirable, and cannot be derived from the result on normalizers. Moreover, those new properties enable us to prove (under a certain assumption on I ) the following strong property, which will be included in a forthcoming paper by the author, of the centralizer Z W ðW I Þ that has been known for neither the centralizers nor the normalizers: The above-mentioned subgroup Y I of Z W ðW I Þ (which occupies a fairly large part of the third factor B I ) acts trivially on every finite irreducible component of the Coxeter group W ?I . (This novel property plays a central role in the author's recent study of the isomorphism problem in Coxeter groups; see [18] .) Thus the result of this paper is not just an analog of the preceding result, but gives further novel insights into the structural properties of Coxeter groups. See Section 1.2 for detailed explanations. Conversely, as a byproduct of our result, we also give another decomposition of N W ðW I Þ which shares the above-mentioned desirable properties with the decomposition of Z W ðW I Þ.
Related works.
As mentioned in Section 1.1, a similar problem of describing the normalizer N W ðW I Þ of a parabolic subgroup W I was studied for finite W by Howlett [14] and for general W by Brink and Howlett [5] . Some part of our result is closely related to their result, however some part of our result is essentially new and not derived from their work. More precisely, in our description of the centralizer Z W ðW I Þ we use a groupoid C, which turns out to be a covering of the groupoid G developed in their work, therefore some (but not all) properties of C are inherited from those of G. Our groupoid C has W ?I z Y I as a vertex group, and by analyzing the groupoid we give a presentation of W ?I as a Coxeter group and a description of Y I as the fundamental group of a 2-cell complex Y. On the other hand, N W ðW I Þ is the semidirect product of W I and a vertex group of G, the latter being described in terms of a certain complex corresponding to Y (temporarily denoted by Y 0 ). Now the preceding result gives a semidirect product decomposition of the vertex group of G, whose normal part is also a Coxeter group. However, unlike the case of Z W ðW I Þ where the normal part W ?I is a reflection subgroup of W , the normal part for the case of N W ðW I Þ is in general not a reflection subgroup of W . The property that our normal part W ?I is a reflection subgroup plays a significant role in the proof of the abovementioned result on the action of Y I on finite irreducible components of W ?I . The properties of the decomposition W ?I z Y I are not immediately inherited from those of the vertex group of G (see Remark 4.7 for details). Moreover, the structure of our complex Y is somewhat simpler than their complex Y 0 ; namely, Y has no 2-cells with non-simple boundaries, while Y 0 may have such a non-simple cell. Due to these di¤erences, our description of the structure of Z W ðW I Þ is still hard to derive even if that of N W ðW I Þ is clear.
A description of normalizers of finite parabolic subgroups W I in Coxeter groups W (in fact, also in extensions of W by Coxeter graph automorphisms) was also studied by Richard E. Borcherds in [3] . Although that paper seems to focus on the normalizers as its main object, the result includes the case of some other subgroups of the normalizers such as the centralizers. Borcherds's argument also has a flavor similar to that in the present paper; for example, his result also gives a semidirect product decomposition into a Coxeter group and some outer factor, the latter being expressed by using its classifying category. However, the argument based on classifying categories resulted in geometric objects of higher dimensions, while the present paper requires only two-dimensional cell complexes to describe the full structure of centralizers. This simplicity enables us to obtain more explicit expressions of centralizers and, as a consequence, to reveal further properties of the centralizers (see a forthcoming paper by the author) which do not immediately follow from the results of the present and Borcherds's papers.
On the other hand, for the centralizer Z W ðW I Þ, a special case where I consists of a single generator was studied and a similar decomposition was given by Brink [4] , although explicit generators of the Coxeter group part (W ?I in our notation) were not given. Patrick Bahls and Mike Mihalik gave a complete description of Z W ðW I Þ if W is an ''even'' Coxeter group, namely if the product of any two distinct generators has either an even or infinite order, as is found in their preprint and a recent book by Bahls [1] . Their approach is very di¤erent from ours. The commensurators of W I in W and the centralizers of parabolic subgroups A X in Artin-Tits groups A of certain types were examined by Luis Paris [25, 24] . Eddy Godelle [12, 13] described the normalizers, centralizers and related objects of A X in A, and revealed some new relationship between Artin-Tits groups and Coxeter groups.
The results of this paper are applied to the author's recent studies on the isomorphism problem in Coxeter groups [18] and some relevant topics in structural properties of Coxeter groups [20, 21] . Moreover, recently Ivonne J. Ortiz [23] used the result of (a preliminary version of ) this paper for explicitly computing the lower algebraic K-theory of G 3 ¼ O þ ð3; 1Þ V GLð4; ZÞ (see also [22] ).
1.3 Organization of this paper. The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 is devoted to some preliminaries, and Section 3 summarizes the properties of the groupoid C that are obtained by lifting the corresponding properties of the groupoid G. Section 4 investigates the groupoid C further, enhancing its similarity with Coxeter groups noticed by Brink and Howlett in [5] , and derive the decomposition of the vertex group C I ¼ W ?I z Y I as well as the presentations of W ?I and Y I . (Although this looks similar to the decomposition G I ¼Ñ N I z M I given in [5] , there seems no overall relation between the structures ofÑ N I and W ?I or between those of M I and Y I ; see Remark 4.7 for details.) Section 5 completes the description of the entire Z W ðW I Þ, and gives a description of N W ðW I Þ based on the same argument. Section 6 carries out an explicit computation of the presentation of Z W ðW I Þ with an example.
Preliminaries
2.1 Groupoids and related objects. We briefly summarize the notion of groupoids, fixing some notation and conventions. We refer to [7] for the terminology and facts not mentioned here.
A groupoid is a small category whose morphisms are all invertible; namely a family of sets G ¼ fG x; y g x; y A I with index set VðGÞ ¼ I endowed with (i) multiplications G x; y Â G y; z ! G x; z satisfying the associativity law, (ii) an identity element 1 ¼ 1 x in each G x; x , and (iii) an inverse g À1 A G y; x for every g A G x; y . In particular, each G x; x is a group, called a vertex group of G. We write g A G to signify g A F x; y A I G x; y , and X J G for X J F x; y A I G x; y . If g A G y; x we call y and x the target and source of g, respectively. (Note that this is reverse to the usual convention. The reason is that we will consider later an action of an element g A G y; x of a certain groupoid G from the left that maps an element associated to x to one associated to y.) An element g A G is called a loop in G if the source and target of g are equal, namely if g lies in some vertex group of G. A sequence ðg l ; g lÀ1 ; . . . ; g 1 Þ of elements of G is composable if the source of g iþ1 is equal to the target of g i for every i A f1; . . . ; l À 1g. A homomorphism between groupoids is a covariant functor between them regarded as categories. Notions such as isomorphisms and subgroupoids are defined as usual. 1 of G. The set X is called a generating set of G if every element of G is represented by a word in X G1 . Given a generating set X of G, a set R of formal expressions of the form x ¼ h, where x and h are words in X G1 , is called a set of fundamental relations of G with respect to X if (i) the two words x and h in each expression x ¼ h in R represent the same element of G, and (ii) if two words z and o in X G1 represent the same element of G, then o is obtained from z by a finite steps of transformations replacing a subword matching one side of an expression in R U fx e x Àe ¼ q j x A X and e A fG1gg (where q represents the empty word) by the other side (or vice versa).
Let G be an unoriented graph on vertex set V with no loops. The fundamental groupoid of G, denoted here by p 1 ðG; Ã; ÃÞ, is a groupoid with index set V. The edges of G, each endowed with one of the two possible orientations, say, from x A V to y A V, define elements of p 1 ðG; y; xÞ ¼ p 1 ðG; Ã; ÃÞ y; x , and p 1 ðG; Ã; ÃÞ is freely generated by these elements. Note that the same edge endowed with two opposite orientations gives two elements that are inverse to each other. A vertex group p 1 ðG; xÞ ¼ p 1 ðG; x; xÞ is the fundamental group of G at x, which is a free group. To keep consistency with our convention for groupoids, in this paper we write a path in a graph from right to left, hence a path e l . . . e 2 e 1 , where e i is an oriented edge from x iÀ1 to x i for 1 c i c l, determines an element of p 1 ðG; x l ; x 0 Þ.
In this paper, the term ''complex'' refers to a pair K ¼ ðK 1 ; CÞ of a graph K 1 , called the 1-skeleton of K, and a set C of some (not necessarily simple) closed paths in K. By analogy with usual 2-dimensional cell complexes, each closed path c A C is regarded as a ''2-cell'' of K with boundary c. When K 1 has no loops, the fundamental groupoid of K, denoted similarly by p 1 ðK; Ã; ÃÞ, is constructed from p 1 ðK 1 ; Ã; ÃÞ by adding new relations ''boundary of a 2-cell ¼ 1''. Note that to every complex K a topological space (called a geometric realization of K) is associated in such a way that p 1 ðK; Ã; ÃÞ is naturally a full subgroupoid of the fundamental groupoid of the space (see [7, Section 5.6] 
for details).
A groupoidG G is called a covering groupoid of a groupoid G with covering map p :G G ! G if p is a surjective homomorphism and, moreover, for any g A G with source x andx x A VðG GÞ projecting onto x (called a lift of x), there exists a unique elementg g AG G with sourcex x projecting onto g (also called a lift of g); see e.g., [6, Section 9.2] . Any lift of an identity element in G is an identity element inG G. If ðg l ; . . . ; g 2 ; g 1 Þ is a composable sequence of elements of G, then for any liftx x of the source x of g 1 , there is a unique composable sequence ð e g l g l ; . . . ; e g 2 g 2 ; e g 1 g 1 Þ of lifts of g l ; . . . ; g 2 ; g 1 respectively, withx x being the source of e g 1 g 1 ; and the product e g l g l . . . e g 2 g 2 e g 1 g 1 is the lift of g l . . . g 2 g 1 with sourcex x. In later sections we will use the following property of covering groupoids, whose proof is straightforward and so omitted here: Proposition 2.1. Suppose that a groupoid G admits a covering groupoidG G, a generating set X and a set R of fundamental relations. Then the setX X of the lifts of the generators g A X generatesG G. Moreover,G G admits, with respect toX X , a setR R of fundamental relations consisting of the formal expressionsx x ¼h h such thatx x andh h are words inX X
G1
with the same source and these are lifts of corresponding terms of an expression x ¼ h belonging to R.
Coxeter groups.
The basics of Coxeter groups summarized here are found in [16] unless otherwise noticed. 
where R d0 P signifies the set of non-negative linear combinations of elements of P. Elements of F, F þ , and F À are called roots, positive roots, and negative roots, respectively. For any subset C J F and w A W , put
and
We have lðwÞ ¼ jF½wj, hence w ¼ 1 if and only if F½w ¼ q. This implies that the set F½w determines the element w A W uniquely. The following property is well known:
Lemma 2.2. For w 1 ; w 2 A W , the following conditions are equivalent:
For each I J S, put
It is well known that F I coincides with the root system W I Á P I of ðW I ; I Þ (see also Theorem 2.3(iii) below). The support of any g A F is irreducible; this follows from the facts that we have g A F I where I ¼ Supp g, and that Suppðw Á a s Þ (for w A W I and s A I ) is contained in the irreducible component of I containing s. It was shown by Vinay V. Deodhar [10] that ðW ðCÞ; SðCÞÞ is a Coxeter system. Note that Matthew Dyer [11] also proved independently that W ðCÞ is a Coxeter group and determined a corresponding generating set, which in fact coincides with SðCÞ. First, we summarize Deodhar's result (the claim (i) below) and some related properties: Theorem 2.3. Let C J F be any subset. Note that the claim (ii) is well known for arbitrary roots. On the other hand, once the claim (iii) is proven, the claims (iv) and (v) will follow from the proof of the main theorem of Deodhar's another paper [9] . To prove the claim (iii), we require another theorem of Deodhar [8] : Corollary 2.6. Let C J F þ be a root basis such that jW ðCÞj < y. Then C is a basis of a positive definite subspace of V with respect to the form h ; i.
Reflection subgroups. For a
Proof. By Theorem 2.5, the finite Coxeter group W ðCÞ has its own geometric representation space V 0 with basis P 0 ¼ fb j b A Cg and positive definite bilinear form h ; i 0 (see [16, Theorem 6.4] ) such that hb; gi ¼ hb;
implying that c b ¼ 0 as desired. r
Here we present two more results needed later as well. The first one is a slight improvement of [15, Proposition 2.6] . Note that the assumption jSj < y in the original statement is in fact not necessary; namely we have:
Proposition 2.7. Let C J F þ be a root basis such that jW ðCÞj < y, and U ¼ span C. Then there exist w A W and I J S such that jW I j < y and w
Moreover, this w maps U V P into P I .
Proof. First, Theorem 2.3(iii) implies that the set fg A F j s g A W ðCÞg coincides with the root system W ðCÞ Á C of W ðCÞ, which is finite by the hypothesis. Thus the hypothesis of the original proposition [15, Proposition 2.6] is satisfied, hence it follows from that proposition that there are w A W and I J S such that jW I j < y and w Á ðU V FÞ ¼ F I (note that U ¼ spanðW ðCÞ Á CÞ). Choosing such a w with shortest length, it also holds that w
, then s g w A W also satisfies the condition and is shorter than w (apply Theorem 2.3(iv) to w À1 ). Hence the first claim holds.
For the second claim, if a s A U V P and w Á a s ¼ P t A I c t a t with c t d 0, then
The second result is that [16, Theorem 1.12(d)] also holds for a general W : Proposition 2.8. Let C J F be any subset. Then any w A W of finite order that fixes C pointwise decomposes into a product of reflections also having this property.
Proof. First, a well-known theorem of Jacques Tits implies that the finite subgroup hwi of W is conjugate to a subgroup of a finite W I (see [2, Theorem 4.5.3] for a proof ), therefore we may assume without loss of generality that w A W I . Since V I is positive definite (see [16, Theorem 6.4 
, therefore the result for the finite W I yields a decomposition w ¼ s b 1 . . . s b r , where each reflection s b j A W I fixes every v, hence fixes every
Finite parabolic subgroups and their longest elements. We say that a subset I J S is of finite type if jW I j < y, or equivalently jF I j < y. The finite irreducible
Coxeter groups have been classified as summarized in [16, Chapter 2] . Here we give a canonical labelling r 1 ; r 2 ; . . . ; r n (where n ¼ jI j) of elements of an irreducible subset I J S of each finite type used in this paper in the following manner, where we put m i; j ¼ m r i ; r j for simplicity and the m i; j not listed here are all equal to 2:
Type Let w 0 ðI Þ denote the (unique) longest element of a finite W I , which has order two and maps P I onto ÀP I . Now let I be irreducible of finite type. If I is of type A n (n d 2), D k (k odd), E 6 or I 2 ðmÞ (m odd), then the automorphism of the Coxeter graph G I of W I induced by (the conjugation action of ) w 0 ðI Þ is the unique non-trivial automorphism on G I . Otherwise w 0 ðI Þ lies in the center ZðW I Þ of W I and the induced automorphism on G I is trivial, in which case we say that I is of ðÀ1Þ-type. Moreover, if W I is finite but not irreducible, then w 0 ðI Þ ¼ w 0 ðI 1 Þ . . . w 0 ðI k Þ where the I i are the irreducible components of I . Note that for an arbitrary I J S, the center ZðW I Þ is an elementary abelian 2-group generated by the w 0 ðJÞ where J runs over all irreducible components of I of ðÀ1Þ-type.
The groupoid C
From now on, we fix an arbitrarily given subset I J S unless specifically noted otherwise. In this section, we introduce and study a groupoid C, one of whose vertex groups gives a fairly large part (though not all) of the centralizer Z W ðW I Þ. As we shall see in Section 3.3, our groupoid C is a covering of the groupoid G defined by Brink and Howlett in [5] for their study of the normalizer N W ðW I Þ. As a consequence, many properties, but not all, of C can be obtained from those of G.
Here we survey the connection between the centralizer Z W ðW I Þ and the two groupoids C and G. If X is a W -set (that is, a set with W -action) and Y J X , let G ¼ ðX ; Y Þ denote tentatively a groupoid with index set Y defined by G ¼ fG y; y 0 g y; y 0 A Y and G y; y 0 ¼ fw A W j y ¼ w Á y 0 g, with multiplication induced by that of W . The vertex group G y; y of G at y A Y is the stabilizer of y in W . If X 0 is another W -set and
Ã temporarily denote the set of all injections L ! X with the W -action induced from that on X . Then the centralizer Z W ðW I Þ, that is the final target of our study, is the vertex group of a groupoid ðT Ã ; S Ã Þ at an element x I A S Ã , where T denotes the set of reflections in W with respect to S (on which W acts by conjugation) and the image of the map x I is I .
Look at the following diagram of groupoids, whose morphisms are induced by the obvious W -equivalent maps. Here the symbol
, where X is a W -set, denotes the set of all subsets of X with cardinality jLj with the W -action induced from that on X . The two morphisms marked Ã are coverings, and the one marked a is an inclusion as a full subgroupoid. Note that the composition of the vertical arrows induces a bijection on the index sets. The groupoid C we introduce below is isomorphic to the connected component of the groupoid ðF Ã ; P Ã Þ on the top-left corner containing the lift of x I . Since Z W ðW I Þ contains elements projected from those of the groupoid ðF Ã ; ðGPÞ Ã Þ with source being the lift of x I A S Ã that lies in P Ã J ðGPÞ Ã and target being its other lifts in ðGPÞ Ã nP Ã , the vertex group C I is only a part of Z W ðW I Þ in general. On the other hand, the groupoid G in [5] is a connected component of the groupoid
P jLj on the right.
In what follows, we would like to deal with an ''ordered tuple'' consisting of the elements of a given subset of S. The reason is that elements of the centralizer Z W ðW I Þ not only leave the set I invariant but also fix every element of I pointwise. For this purpose, first we fix an auxiliary index set L 0 having the same cardinality as S. Then put
For x A S ðLÞ and l A L, we write x l for xðlÞ; thus x may be regarded as a duplicatefree ''L-tuple'' ðx l Þ ¼ ðx l Þ l A L of elements of S. If jLj ¼ n < y, then it is regarded as a duplicate-free sequence ðx 1 ; x 2 ; . . . ; x n Þ by identifying L with f1; 2; . . . ; ng. We write
If we putĈ and define the groupoid C as the connected component ofĈ C containing x I ; hence VðCÞ ¼ fx A S ðLÞ jĈ C x; x I 0 qg and C x; y ¼Ĉ C x; y for x; y A VðCÞ:
Note that C x; y 0 q for all x; y A VðCÞ. We put
which is a normal subgroup of Z W ðW I Þ. We will see below that this C I occupies a fairly large part, but in general not the whole, of Z W ðW I Þ.
We will see in Theorem 4.6 the following semidirect product decomposition
We define the factors below. First, for arbitrary subsets I ; J J S, let In the notation, the symbol J will be omitted when J ¼ S. In particular, the factor W ?I in (3.2) is given by
For the factor
Here the second equality is a consequence of the following fact
for all w AĈ C x; y ; also implying that W ?½x is normal inĈ C x; x . Now let Y be the full subgroupoid ofŶ Y with vertex set VðCÞ, namely VðY Þ ¼ VðCÞ and Y x; y ¼Ŷ Y x; y for x; y A VðCÞ; and write
Then Y is a subgroupoid of C. 
is the main subject of the paper [5] .
The following theorem, used in [5] for general S, is proven in [8] by Deodhar under the assumption jSj < y. A proof for the general case is given in [21] . Theorem 3.1 (Deodhar) . Let K J S be any subset and J H K a proper subset, and suppose that W K is infinite and irreducible. Then jF K nF J j ¼ y.
For J; K J S, let J @K denote the union of the connected components of the graph G JUK having non-empty intersection with K. Then Theorem 3.1 implies that, in the case J V K ¼ q, the set J @K J S is of finite type if and only if the set F JUK nF J ¼ F J @K nF J is finite. Here the last equality follows from the irreducibility of the support of any root (see Section 2.2.2). In this case, it is shown in [5] . Let w A W and J; K J S, and suppose that w Á P J J P and w Á P K J F À . Then J V K ¼ q, the set J @K is of finite type and w 0 ðJ @K Þw 0 ðJ @K nKÞ is a right divisor of w.
A central role in the paper [5] was played by the groupoid G defined as follows. Given I J S, put
The multiplication in the groupoid G ¼ fG J; K g J; K A J is defined by ðJ 1 ; w; J 2 ÞðJ 2 ; u; J 3 Þ ¼ ðJ 1 ; wu; J 3 Þ:
Note that the map ðI ; w; I Þ 7 ! w from G I ; I to N I is a group isomorphism. Now for J J S and s A SnJ, write v½s; J ¼ w 0 ðJ @s Þw 0 ðJ @s nfsgÞ if J @s is of finite type; [5] requires the following theorem of Deodhar: Now we summarize some results of [5] required in this paper:
Suppose that s; t B J J S, s 0 t and J 0 ¼ J @fs; tg is of finite type, hence w ¼ w 0 ðJ 0 Þw 0 ðJ 0 nfs; tgÞ maps P J onto a unique P K . Then ðK; w; JÞ A G admits exactly two standard expressions of the form ðJ 0 ; v½s 1 ; J 1 ; J 1 Þ . . . ðJ nÀ1 ; v½s n ; J n ; J n Þ in G. Both of them consist of the same number n of factors and satisfy that J i U fs i g J J U fs; tg for all i. Moreover, one of them satisfies s n ¼ s and the other satisfies s n ¼ t.
(ii) ([5, Theorem A]) The groupoid G is generated by the elements ðJ; v½s; K; KÞ.
Moreover, the following two kinds of relations ðJ; v½s; K; KÞðK; v½t; J; JÞ ¼ 1, In this paper, we say that a generator ðJ; v½s; K; KÞ of G is a loop generator if J ¼ K, namely if it is a loop of the groupoid G (see Section 2.1 for terminology).
3.3 Lifting from G to C. Now it is straightforward to show that C is a covering groupoid of G with covering map that sends x A VðCÞ to ½x A J and w A C x; y to ð½x; w; ½yÞ A G ½x; ½ y (see Section 2.1 for the terminology). This enables us to lift the above results on G to its covering groupoid C, as in Theorem 3.5 below (see Proposition 2.1).
We prepare notation and terminology. For a pair x ¼ ðx; sÞ of x A VðCÞ and s A Sn½x such that ½x @s is of finite type, we have y ¼ v½s; ½x Á x A VðCÞ (see (3.1) for notation), and the generator ð½ y; v½s; ½x; ½xÞ of G has a unique lift in C y; x . We denote this element in C y; x by w s x or w x , and write jðxÞ ¼ jðx; sÞ ¼ ðy; tÞ; where t is the unique element of ð½x U fsgÞn½ y. Theorem 3.5(iii) below implies that j is an involutive map from the set of all such pairs ðx; sÞ to itself. Moreover, we also use the terminology ''a standard expression of w in C'' in a similar way, where the elements w s x play the role of the ðJ; v½s; K; KÞ in G. Now we obtain the following results on the groupoid C by applying Proposition 2.1 as mentioned above: (ii) Suppose that x A VðCÞ, s; t A Sn½x, s 0 t and J ¼ ½x @fs; tg is of finite type, hence w ¼ w 0 ðJÞw 0 ðJnfs; tgÞ belongs to C y; x for a unique y A VðCÞ. Then w admits exactly two standard expressions of the form
. . . w s n z n in C. Both of them consist of the same number n of factors and satisfy that ½z i U fs i g J ½x U fs; tg for all i. Moreover, one of them satisfies s n ¼ s and the other satisfies s n ¼ t.
(iii) The groupoid C is generated by the elements w To regard C as an unoriented graph, we identify each edge w x with its opposite w jðxÞ . Since we write an edge or a path in C from right to left by the convention mentioned in Section 2.1, the paths in C are the expressions of elements in C. This graph C will be used in our argument below.
Let x A VðCÞ and s; t A Sn½x such that s 0 t and J @ðJn½xÞ is of finite type, where J ¼ ½x U fs; tg. Let CðJÞ be the subgraph of C consisting of all vertices y A VðCÞ with ½ y J J and all edges w s 0 y with ½y U fs 0 g J J. Moreover, let G be the connected component of CðJÞ containing x. Then it is easy to show that, for any vertex y of G, we have jJn½ yj ¼ 2, J @ðJn½ yÞ ¼ J @ðJn½xÞ , and y l ¼ x l whenever l A L and x l B J @ðJn½xÞ . (Indeed, it su‰ces to check the property only for adjacent vertices x, y in G.) Thus G is a finite graph in which every vertex is adjacent to exactly two edges, hence it is classified into the following two types:
(i) A cycle without loops. We refer to any non-empty, non-backtracking closed path p in this G as a circular tour.
(ii) A union of two loops and a simple (possibly empty) path joining the loops (see the left-hand side of Figure 1 ). We say that a closed path p in this G is a shuttling tour if it visits every vertex of G exactly twice (except the start point of the path) and passes each of the two loops exactly once (see the right-hand side of Figure 1 ).
In both cases, the path p represents an element of the finite parabolic subgroup W J @ðJn½xÞ , hence the order of p as an element of W is finite.
The next lemma relates shuttling tours with generalized braid moves:
Lemma 3.6. Let q be a path in C and k d 1. Then the followings are equivalent: . . c r to be a power of p, say, p n with n > 0. Then this GBM has loop number n, since the path p n contains 2n loops. We show that n ¼ k. Since q 0 ¼ p n represents an identity element in C, the order k of p is a divisor of n. Now if k < n, then k c n=2 and a path p k representing an identity element must be a subpath of the first half c 1 . . . c r of q 0 ¼ p n , contradicting the standardness of c 1 . . . c r . Thus n ¼ k as desired, hence property (ii) follows.
On the other hand, assuming property (ii), let the triple ðx; s; tÞ correspond to the GBM as in Theorem 3.5(iii). Then, as the closed path q ¼ ðc
. . c r contains 2k loops, the same argument as the first paragraph implies that q is a certain power p n of a shuttling tour p with n > 0, this p has order n, and we have n ¼ k since p n contains 2n loops. Hence property (i) follows, concluding the proof of Lemma 3.6. r
The decomposition of C
The aim of this section is to prove the decomposition (3.2) of the group C I and describe the factors in detail. In the course of our argument (see Section 4.1), we develop more similarities of C with Coxeter groups, in addition to those inherited from those of G shown in [5] and summarized above. Proof. Put x ¼ ðx; sÞ. First, we deduce property (ii) from property (i). Property (i) implies that w x ¼ w jðxÞ , while w jðxÞ ¼ w (i) the expression w x 1 . . . w x n w z is not standard;
Similarities of
(iii) w x 1 . . . w x n A C admits a standard expression ending with w
Proof. Put u ¼ w x 1 . . . w x n . First, condition (ii) implies condition (iii) by Theorem 3.5(i), while condition (iii) implies condition (i) since now lðuw z Þ ¼ lðuÞ À lðw z Þ. We show that condition (i) implies condition (ii). By the hypothesis and condition (i), we have lðuw z Þ < lðuÞ þ lðw z Þ, hence u maps some g A F½w
À1
z ¼ F þ ½ yUftg nF ½ y to a negative root (see Lemma 2.2). Since u maps P ½ y into P, it must map a t to a negative root, proving condition (ii) as desired.
In the special case w z ¼ s g , condition (iv) implies condition (i), since now both u and s g send g A F þ into F À and hence lðus g Þ < lðuÞ þ lðs g Þ by Lemma 2.2. On the other hand, condition (iii) implies condition (iv) since now we have g A F½w Given w A C and its standard expression, let lpðwÞ denote the number of the loop generators contained in this expression. It will be shown in Proposition 4.3 that lpðwÞ is well-defined regardless of the choice of the standard expression of w. The next property is an analog of a well-known property of Coxeter groups concerning the length of w and the set F½w. The proof is also analogous to the case of Coxeter groups. Proposition 4.3. Let w A C y; x . Then lpðwÞ is equal to the cardinality of the set F ?½x ½w, hence is determined just by w regardless of the given standard expression. If w admits a standard expression of the form u 0 s g 1 u 1 s g 2 u 2 . . . u nÀ1 s g n u n , where each u i contains no loop generators and each s g i is a loop generator with g i positive, then
Proof. Put w i; j ¼ u i s g iþ1 u iþ1 . . . s g j u j for indices i c j, and z i ¼ w i; n Á x. First we show that all the b i in the statement are distinct and lie in F ?½x ½w, proving that n c jF ?½x ½wj. Note that b i A F ?½x since g i A F ?½z i . Now if 1 c i < j c n and
therefore Lemma 4.2 gives us a standard expression of w i; jÀ1 , hence of w i; n , beginning with s g i . The same situation occurs if b i A F À . However, this prevents the given expression of w from being standard, contradicting the hypothesis. Thus all b i are positive and distinct. Moreover, Lemma 2.2 implies that b i A F½s g i w i; n J F½w. This completes the first claim of this proof.
From now, we prove the other inequality jF ?½x ½wj c n by induction on n. First, Lemma 4.1 says that any non-loop generator of C, hence the u n , lies in the groupoid Y . This proves the claim for n ¼ 0 and allows us to assume that u n ¼ 1 without loss of generality. Now since F ?½x ½s g n ¼ fg n g (see Lemma 4.1), s g n maps F
?½x ½wnfg n g into the set F ?½x ½w 0; nÀ1 with cardinality not larger than n À 1 (the induction assumption), proving the desired inequality. Hence the proof of (i) Any two standard expressions of w can be converted to each other by using generalized braid moves only.
(ii) Any expression of w can be converted to a given standard expression of w by using generalized braid moves and cancellations of subwords of the form w x w jðxÞ only, not using insertions of subwords w x w jðxÞ .
Proof. For (i), we proceed by induction on lðwÞ, the case lðwÞ ¼ 0 being trivial. Suppose that lðwÞ > 0, and let w For (ii), let w x 1 . . . w x n be an expression of w. We prove the claim by induction on the total length of the w x i , the case of length zero being trivial. Thanks to (i), we may assume that this expression is not standard. Take the last index i such that w x 1 . . . w x iÀ1 is standard. Then by Lemma 4.2, w x 1 . . . w x iÀ1 admits another standard expression of the form w z 1 . . . w z m w jðx i Þ , which can be reached from w x 1 . . . w x iÀ1 by GBMs only (apply (i)). Thus we have
and the total length decreases through the transformation. Hence the induction works and the claim follows. r for all x; y A VðCÞ:
Hence C x; x admits a semidirect product decomposition C x; x ¼ W ?½x z Y x; x .
(ii) The groupoid Y is generated by all the non-loop generators of C. We have Y y; x ¼ fw A C y; x j lpðwÞ ¼ 0g for all x; y A VðCÞ:
Moreover, Proposition 4.4 holds also for Y under the modification that the generalized braid moves are restricted to the ones containing no loop generators.
(iii) where we put w i ¼ u 0 u 1 . . . u iÀ1 for each i A f1; . . . ; n þ 1g. For (i), it su‰ces to show the first part of the claim, in particular the first equality, since then the second equality follows by taking the inverse. This is done by using the transformation (4.5) and Lemma 4.1 (indeed, if w A C y; x , then w i Á g i A F
?½ y and w nþ1 A Y y; x ).
For (ii), the first and the third parts follow from the second part, Theorem 3.5(i) and Remark 4.5. Moreover, the second part is deduced from Proposition 4.3.
For (iii), note that the claim about the length of w follows from Theorem 2. Note that the groupoid C also admits a similar description in terms of a certain complex with C being the 1-skeleton, though C involves a loop in general and the boundary of a 2-cell is not always a simple closed path any longer.
For a further description, we fix a maximal tree T in the connected graph Y 1 . For y; z A VðCÞ, let p z; y denote the unique non-backtracking path in T from y to z. Note that p z; y p y; x ¼ p z; x and p y; z ¼ p which is the extension of the path q to a vertex x along the tree T. Let @ denote the transitive closure of @ 1 , then @ is an equivalence relation.
The next result describes the structure of the group W ?½x in terms of those relations. Note that the first claim of this result can be deduced directly from Theorem 3.5(iii) in a similar way, without Proposition 4.4 that is essential in the proof of the second claim. Moreover, any expression of an element of W ?½x (with respect to these generators) can be converted into an arbitrarily given shortest expression of the element (with respect to these generators) by using the following two kinds of transformations: r x ðw; gÞ 2 V 1, corresponding to the first relation above; r x ðw; gÞr x ðu; bÞr x ðw; gÞ . . . V r x ðu; bÞr x ðw; gÞr x ðu; bÞ . . . (where both terms consist of k generators), corresponding to the second relation above.
Proof. Because of Theorem 4.6(iii), it su‰ces to prove that any expression of an element of W ?½x can be converted into a given shortest expression of the form given in Theorem 4.6(iii) in the above way, since the above transformations of the second type are invertible. In this proof, we write w 1 u if two expressions w and u represent the same element, distinguishing from the case w ¼ u where the expressions w and u themselves are equal.
To prove the above claim, write the given original expression as Now we proceed by induction on the total number N of transformations T1 and T2 in the conversion process. Note that, in the case N ¼ 0, the original and the target expressions with respect to the generators of W ?½x are already equal, hence we have nothing to do.
In the conversion process of the general case, we apply (possibly no) T3 transformations to the expression (4.7) before applying the first T1 or T2 transformation, obtaining an expression
ð4:8Þ
where the u i contain no loop generators and u i 1 w À1 iÀ1 w i . First we consider the case that T1 is then applied to (4.8) . If the generators l iÀ1 and l i with 2 c i c n are cancelled by T1, then u i should be empty (hence w iÀ1 1 w i ) and l iÀ1 ¼ l i . Now T1 results in the expression
ð4:9Þ
Moreover, since now u iÀ1 u iþ1 1 w À1 iÀ2 w iþ1 , (4.9) is convertible by a sequence of T3 transformations into
ð4:10Þ which is also obtained from (4.7) by the transformation r x ðw i ; l i Þ 2 V 1 in the statement (recall that now w iÀ1 1 w i in Y and l iÀ1 ¼ l i , hence r x ðw iÀ1 ; l iÀ1 Þ ¼ r x ðw i ; l i Þ). Now the total number of T1 and T2 transformations required in a conversion of (4.10) into the target expression is the same as that for (4.9), which is N À 1, hence the claim follows by the induction assumption.
From now, we consider the other case that T2 is applied to (4.8), instead of T1. Then the subword of (4.8) on which the GBM acts can be written as bl i u iþ1 . . . u j l j c for some 1 c i < j c n, where we have decomposed u i and u jþ1 as u i ¼ ab and u jþ1 ¼ cd. Here we only consider the case where the loop number k ¼ j À i þ 1 of this GBM is odd, since the other case is similar. Then Lemma 3.6 implies that, by the shape of shuttling tours (see Figure 1) , there is a shuttling tour p ¼ lqLq À1 of order k, where l and L are loop generators, such that
and the expression q admits two decompositions of the form q ¼ b À1 b 0À1 and q ¼ cc 0 . By these and the relations u m 1 w À1 mÀ1 w m , we have w i 1 w iþ2 1 Á Á Á 1 w j and w iþ1 1 w iþ3 1 Á Á Á 1 w jÀ1 in Y . Now this GBM, whose loop number is k, is of the form
which converts (4.8) into
On the other hand, the shuttling tour p defines a relation ðw i ; lÞ @ k ðw i q; LÞ, while
where the left-hand and the middle terms coincide with each other as expressions with respect to the generators of W ?½x given in the statement, and the last transformation comes from a transformation of second type given in the statement concerning the generators r x ðw i ; lÞ and r x ðw iþ1 ; LÞ. Moreover, we have
therefore the right-hand side of (4.12) is convertible into (4.11) by a sequence of T3 transformations. Thus the total number of T1 and T2 transformations required in a conversion of the right-hand side of (4.12) into the target expression is the same as that for (4.11), which is N À 1, therefore the claim follows from the induction assumption. Hence the proof of Theorem 4.13 is concluded. r
This theorem yields the main result of this subsection, as follows: 
The above remark shows that these data form a Coxeter presentation of the Coxeter group W ?½x . Thus for ðw; gÞ and ðu; bÞ in R x , the product r x ðw; gÞr x ðu; bÞ has order 1 c k < y if and only if the relation ''ðr x ðw; gÞr x ðu; bÞÞ k ¼ 1'' appears as one of the above fundamental relations. Hence the claim follows. r
To study the relation @ further, we introduce an auxiliary graph I as follows. The vertices of I are the loop generators s g of C, or equivalently the loops in the graph C. The edges of I from a vertex s b to a vertex s g are the paths q in Y 1 such that s g qs b q
is a shuttling tour of order one (note that such a path q must be non-empty). Let i : p 1 ðI; Ã; ÃÞ ! p 1 ðY 1 ; Ã; ÃÞ be the groupoid homomorphism that maps a vertex s g of I to x A VðCÞ with s g A C x; x , and maps an edge q of I to a path q in Y 1 .
Remark 4.15. Note that the induced homomorphism i : p 1 ðI; s g Þ ! p 1 ðY 1 ; xÞ between fundamental groups, where s g A C x; x , is injective. Indeed, if a cancellation of two consecutive edges ee À1 occurs in a path iðq n . . . q 2 q 1 Þ, then it should occur between the end of some iðq i Þ and the beginning of iðq iþ1 Þ, forcing q iþ1 ¼ q À1 i by definition of I and reducing q n . . . q 1 to a shorter path q n . . . q iþ2 q iÀ1 . . . q 1 in I. This argument implies the injectivity of i. Now Theorem 4.14 implies that r x ðw; gÞ ¼ r x ðu; bÞ if and only if there is a pathin I from s b to s g such that u ¼ wiðq qÞ ðxÞ . Hence r x ðw; gÞ ¼ r In particular, the second assumption is satisfied if rkðPÞ þ n < rkðp 1 ðY 1 ; xÞÞ, where rkðF Þ denotes the rank of a free group F and n is the number of 2-cells of Y.
Proof. To prove the first claim, we suppose that rðw; gÞ is not adjacent to an edge with label y in the Coxeter graph of W ?I , and give a decomposition of Abðp 1 ðY 1 ; xÞÞ into a finite number of cosets modulo AbðiðPÞNÞ, yielding a contradiction. Theorem 4.6(iv) allows us to assume without loss of generality that w ¼ 1. Then for any a A p 1 ðY 1 ; xÞ, we have either rð1; gÞ ¼ rða ðx I Þ ; gÞ, or rð1; gÞrða ðx I Þ ; gÞ has order 2 c k < y, by the above hypothesis of the proof.
In the second case, Theorem 4.14 implies the existence of an element b A 
which also enables us to determine the order k if the root system F K of a finite Coxeter group W K is well understood.
Owing to these arguments, if W K is not irreducible, namely if t and t 0 lie in distinct irreducible components of W J , then we have
If W K is irreducible, then the possible situations are completely listed (up to symmetry) in Tables 1 and 2 , where we use the canonical labelling K ¼ fr 1 ; . . . ; r n g given in Section 2.2.4, and abbreviate r i to i.
Description of the entire centralizer
Although the subgroup C I ¼ C x I ; x I we have described occupies a fairly large part of the centralizer Z W ðW I Þ, it is in fact not the whole of Z W ðW I Þ. In this section, we describe the structure of the entire centralizer Z W ðW I Þ further (Section 5.1). On the other hand, by using the above results, we can also decompose the normalizer N W ðW I Þ in a di¤erent manner from [5] . We also show the new decomposition of N W ðW I Þ as a by-product of our argument (Section 5.2). It is worth noting that our decomposition of N W ðW I Þ possesses some good properties which failed in [5] ; for instance, in contrast with the second factorÑ N I of the decomposition of N W ðW I Þ in [5] which is a Coxeter group as well, our second factor W ?I is a reflection subgroup of W , not just a general Coxeter group, and the factor admits a simple closed definition.
On the centralizers.
The aim here is to show that Z W ðW I Þ is a (not necessarily split) extension of C I by an elementary abelian 2-groupÃ A described below, and give a further decomposition of Z W ðW I Þ. Our first observation is that the map x l 7 ! y l defines an isomorphism W ½x ! W ½ y for any x; y A VðCÞ, since this map is induced by conjugation by an element of C y; x 0 q. Hence if A J L, the groups W x A are isomorphic for all x A VðCÞ in this manner, justifying the expression ''A is an irreducible component of L'' to mean that W x A is an irreducible component of W ½x Note that the map A 7 ! t A is a group homomorphismÃ A ! Aut C. Now we have the following result. Recall the maximal tree T in Y 1 and the paths p y; x in T introduced in Section 4.3. Note that each path in C from x to y represents an element of C y; x . 
Proof. For the first part, the only non-trivial claim is that the homomorphism A is well-defined. This will follow easily once we show that AðwÞ AÃ A. Now Lemma 3. For a further study, we define 
Example
Let ðW ; SÞ be the Coxeter system corresponding to the Coxeter graph in Figure 3 , and put x from x to y. Iterating such a process, we obtain the entire graph C finally as depicted in Figure 4 by solid lines. In the figure, we abbreviate s i to i, and each edge w Table 1 , where K ¼ Jnfs 1 g). This p is depicted in Figure 4 Similarly, putting r ¼ Thus a 0 andã a act on the graph in Figure 5 as the rotation round the vertical axis through r 4; 0 , while b 0 andc c act as the rotation round the vertical axis through r 1; 0 . This determines the actions of B I andỸ Y I .
Finally, we have ZðW I Þ ¼ hs 1 i F fG1g (see Section 2.2.4). Hence the structure of Z W ðW I Þ and N W ðW I Þ have been completely determined.
